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Explicit forms of the Green's functions (which are to be regarded 118 distributions in the sense of 
Schwartz) for the multi-mll8s Klein-Gordon operator in n-dimensional spaces Me presented. The 
homogeneous Green's functions GN(x) and GNI(X), defined in the usual way by independent paths of 
integration in the ko plane, are investigated in the neighborhood of the light cone. The parameter N 
indicates the total number of masses involved. The singularities on the light cone reflect the well-known 
difference between even- and odd-dimensional wave propagation. It is found that GN(x; odd n) contains 
a finite jump on the light cone as well 118 a linear combination of derivatives up to order !(n - 2N - 1) 
of 8(XI); the singular part of GNI(X; odd n) consists of a logarithmic singularity In (Ixt!) along with a 
polynomial in (X2)-1 of degree ,(n - 2N - 1). For even-dimensional spaces, the singular part of both 
Green's functions consists of a polynomial in (XI )-1I1 of degree n - 2N + 1 vanishing outside the light 
cone for GN and vanishing inside the light cone for GNI. In all cases no singularities or finite jumps 
occur when the order 2N of the operator is greater than the number n + 1 of space-time dimensions. 
The general solution of the Cauchy problem is given both for the data carrying surface t = 0 and for 
arbitrary spacelike data surfaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
MULTI-MASS equations have enjoyed a long history in field theory and often arise from 
attempts to eliminate the typical divergences oc-
curring within the theory.1 For example, the regu-
larized propagators of Pauli and Villars,2 obtained 
with the help of an introduction of discrete auxiliary 
masses, may easily be seen to satisfy equations of 
the form 
homogeneous equation. The case of polynomials in 
o has also been treated by Rzewuski,· who gives 
an invariant form of the general solution of the 
homogeneous equation, but leaves the corresponding 
Green's functions implicit in their Fourier repre-
sentations. 
F(O)"o(x) = p(x) , (1) 
where 
The present paper is devoted to the Green's 
functions and the Cauchy problem for the multi-
mass Klein-Gordon operator in multi-dimensional 
spaces. To fix the notation, we shall seek a solution 
of the Cauchy problem for the equation 
(0 + IlDA, ••• (0 + lliJAL"o(X) = 0, (3) 
F(O) = II (0 + Il~). 
; 
(2) where the d'Alembert operator is given by 
In the neighborhood of the light cone, no singularities 
or finite jump discontinuities appear in the propa-
gators provided the total number of masses is at 
least three. 
Equations of the type given in (1) have been 
investigated in detail by Pais and Uhlenbeck.3 As 
these authors have shown, if F(O) is a polynomial 
in 0 with arbitrary constant coefficients, then (1) 
is an equation of hyperbolic type and a well-defined 
initial value of Cauchy problem exists for the 
I Multi-mass equations also arise naturally when one 
considers particles of higher spin; see, e. g., J. D. Harris, 
Phys. Rev. 112, 2124 (1958). 
2 W. Pauli and F. Villars, Revs. Modern Phys. 21, 434 
(1949). 
3 A. Pais and G. E. L"'hlenbeck, Phys. Rev. 79, 145 (1950). 
o = a~ - a~ - ... - a!. (4) 
The sum of the nonnegative integers AI •.. AL 
will be denoted 
N == >-1 + ... + >-L (5) 
where N = 1, 2, '" gives the total number of rest 
masses involved. The rest masses Ill' "', ilL, will 
be taken to be distinct, real and positive (although 
many of the results can be extended to complex IIp); 
if one of them must be zero, the limit p. - 0 may 
be taken after the calculations are made. Clearly, 
the wave equation is of order 2N; hence, the Cauchy 
data on the spacelike plane t = 0 consist of the time 
• J. Rzewuski, ActaPhys. Polon.12, 100(1953). 
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derivatives a~tp(x, 0) with M = 0, 1, ... , 2N - 1. 
In a previous papers we obtained the explicit 
form of the homogeneous Green's function ~(x; m; "") 
associated with the multi-dimensional, iterated 
Klein-Gordon operator (0 + Il)m. The Fourier 
representation of the Green's function was expressed, 
after some angular integrations, as a one-dimen-
sional, infinite integral of the Sonine type. It was 
shown that although this integral is classically di-
vergent when the order of the operator is less than 
the number of space dimensions, it can be treated 
rigorously under these conditions using the concepts 
of distribution analysis. The Green's function is then 
to be regarded as a (tempered) distribution in the 
sense of Schwartz.6 A new distribution introduced 
for the purpose of giving the improper Sonine 
integral its generalized meaning was used to investi-
gate the singularities of the Green's function on the 
light cone. 
These results may be easily extended to include 
the Green's functions associated with the multi-mass 
operator (0 + IL~)~' ... (0 + ILD~L either by a 
partial fraction decomposition of the integrand of 
the Fourier representations,7 or by the method given 
in Sec. 2. Explicit expressions for the complete set 
of Green's functions for the multi-mass operator 
will be presented; this includes an expression for 
~I(X; m; fJ.) which has not been previously given in 
(I). (The two distributions ~ and ~I are linearly 
independent. ) 
The behavior of the Green's functions in the 
neighborhood of the light cone will be explicitly 
investigated in Sec. 3. Because of the well-known 
difference between wave propagation in spaces with 
an even, and spaces with an odd, number of di-
mensions, the two cases must be treated separately. 
Some very interesting results are obtained. For 
odd-dimensional spaces, the Green's function 
GN(x; XI ••• XL; fJ.l .,. fJ.L), intimately related to 
~(x; m; fJ.), contains a finite linear combination of 
derivatives of the Dirac delta function o(x2 ) as well 
as a finite jump discontinuity on the light cone. The 
highest derivative appearing is of order !(n-2N -1). 
The singular part of G~(x; XI •.• XL; fJ.I ••• fJ.L), 
closely connected with ~\x; m; IL), consists of a poly-
nomial in (1/x2 ) of degree !en - 2N - 1) along with 
6 J. J. Bowman and J. D. Harris, J. Math. Phys. 3, 396 
(1962), hereafter called (1). 
I L. Schwartz, TMQrie des distributions I, II (Hermann 
et Cie, Paris, 1950-51). 
7 Green's functions for multi-mass operators like [0"-
( - ~2)")I may be calculated directly without recourse to a 
partial fraction expansion. Such operators have been in-
vestigated by J. J. Bowman and J. D. Harris, J. Math. 
Phys. 3, 1291 (1962). 
a logarithmic singularity In (lx2 1). On the other hand, 
for even-dimensional spaces, the singular part of 
both Green's functions consists essentially of a 
polynomial in 1/(X2)1/2 of degree (n - 2N + 1); 
but the polynomial vanishes outside the light cone 
for GN , and vanishes inside the light cone for G~. 
In all cases, no singularities or finite jumps appear 
when the order of the operator is greater than the 
number of space-time dimensions (i.e., 2N > n + 1). 
When this is true, the first N - (n + 3)/2 deriva-
tives with respect to x2 when n is odd, or first 
N - 1 - n/2 derivatives when n is even, of both 
GN(x) and G~(x), are also continuous on the light 
cone. 
The remainder of the paper is concerned with 
obtaining the general solution of Cauchy's problem 
for the homogeneous equation (3). In this enterprise, 
the set of Green's functions G~(x; r l ••• rL; ILl •• , fJ.I) 
with 0 :::; r" :::; Xp , 7J = rl + ... + rL, and 1 :::; 
7J :::; N is particularly useful. The initial conditions 
satisfied by these functions are given in Sec. 4 and 
the general solution tp(x) is obtained in Sec. 5. 
Finally, an invariant form of the general solution 
is presented in Sec. 6 and agrees with that given by 
Rzewuski.4 There are two Appendices. 
2. THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
All of the Green's functions for the multi-mass 
operator (0 + fJ.~)~' .•. (0 + fJ.i)~L may be 
obtained using the general Fourier representation 
K(x) = (2'11) -n-I 
X J dke-;b(IL~ - k2)-~ • ... (fJ.i - e)-~L. (6) 
As is well known, such an expression is not com-
pletely defined until the path of integration around 
the poles of the integrand has been specified. In 
the ko plane, open paths of integration that coincide 
with the real ko axis at ± <Xl give rise to inhomo-
geneous Green's functions. Closed paths which en-
circle one or more of the poles lead to homogeneous 
Green's functions. 
There are only 2L independent ways of encircling 
the 2L poles of the integrand. However, by reducing 
the multiplicity of the poles, 2N - 2L more inde-
pendent solutions of the homogeneous equation may 
be obtained, giving a total of 2N independent 
homogeneous Green's functions. The general in-
homogeneous Green's function may be written in 
the form of a sum of the particular solution of the 
equation 
(0 + ""iiI. ... (0 + ILi/'LK(x) = 8(x) (7) 
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and of the 2N independent solutions of the homo-
geneous equation with arbitrary coefficients. The 
multi-mass operator thus has a total of 2N + 1 
independent Green's functions. 
ThehomogeneousGreen'sfunctionGN(x;~1 ... ~L; 
P.I •• , P.L) is defined by choosing the path of inte-
gration in the ko plane to consist of a closed curve C 
encircling all of the poles in a clockwise fashion. The 
notation GN(x; ~I ••• ~L; P.l ••• P.L) will often be 
abbreviated to GN(x) or simply GN. The inhomo-
geneous Green's function GN(x; ~l " • ~L; P.I •• ' P.L), 
defined by taking the principal part of the ko inte-
gration over the singularities, is related to the homo-
geneous Green's function GN(x) by the formula 
can be expressed in terms of the operator 
1 ( d )X.-I 
r(~,,) - dp.! 
acting on 
i(271r" i: dke-ikrf(k) o(k2 - p.;) fl' .(p.; - k2)-X/ 
= Ah(X; p.,,).p( - p.!) , (12) 
with Ah representing the corresponding Green's 
function for the Klein-Gordon operator 0 + p.2, and 
L 
.p( - p.!) == II' (p.~ - p.!) -~i • (13) 
j-1 
(8) FiPlally we obtain 
where e(x) = ±1 for t ~ O. A second homogeneous 
Green's function G~(x; ~l ••• ~L; P.l •.• P.L) is 
characterized by a closed path of integration Cl 
which encircles all of the poles on the positive real 
ko axis in a clockwise fashion and all of the poles 
on the negative real ko axis in a counterclockwise 
direction. Clearly the paths C1 and C are not equiva-
lent, hence G~ and GN are linearly independent 
distributions. We will give explicit expressions for 
GN(x) and G~(x). 
In what follows, the notation Gh(x) will be used 
to denote any homogeneous Green's function defined 
by a path of integration e which consists of a linear 
combination of the paths C and C1 • Using the theory 
of residues and the properties of Dirac 0 functions, 
one easily obtains the identity 
rex) i dk(l - e)-~ 
= 2m i: dkf(k) o(~-I)(k2 - p.2), (9) 
where f(k) is determined by the path e; in particular, 
f(k) = {e(k) for e = C (10) 
1 for e = C1 • 
Making use of (9), and taking into account the 
contribution of all the poles in (6), one may write 
Gh(x) in the form 
Gh(x) = t i(2'lIr" fa> dke-ikzf(k) 
,,-I rex,,) -'" 
L 
X o(~p-l)ce - p.!) II' (p.~ - k2)-~/, (11) 
i-I 
where the prime on the product means that the 
factor for j = p is to be omitted. Each summand 
L ~p .p(~.-m)( _ 2) 
Gh(x) = ~ ~ (~_ )~ Ah(X; m; p.,,) 
p-l m-l :p m. 
(14) 
by applying the Leibniz rule for differentiating a 
produce of two functions and using the result 
1 ( d )m-l rem) - dp.2 Ah(X; p.) = Ah(X; m; p.), (15) 
where Ah(X; m; J.!) is the homogeneous Green's 
function for the iterated Klein-Gordon operator 
(0 + p.2)m. We note that (15) is easily obtained from 
the Fourier representation 
Ah(X; m; p.) = (271r"-1 Ie dke- ax(p.2 - e)-m, (16) 
although a rigorous justification of the identity 
follows only from considerations of distribution 
theory [cf. (I)]. 
The result expressed in (14) may alternatively 
be obtained using the general partial fraction ex-
pansion (Appendix A) 
(p.~ - e)-~' ... (p.i - k2)-~L 
L >'. ..... (~.-m) ( 2) 
= L L '¥ -p.~ (p.! - e)-m (17) 
,,-1 m-l (~- m). 
for the integrand of (6). Equation (14) follows 
immediately. 
Equation (14) yields an expansion of GN(x) in 
terms of the N independent A solutions of the 
homogeneous equation (3); similarly, an expansion 
of Gir(x) in terms of the N independent .11 solutions 
is obtained. Clearly the distributions G~(x; r l •• , rL; 
J.!1 •• , J.!d and G!(x; r l ... rl; III •.. ILL) with 
o S rp S ~'" 1/ = rl + ... = rL, and 1 S 1/ S N 
are also solutions of the homogeneous equation. 
There is a large degeneracy with respect to the 
parameter 1/ and not all of these solutions are 
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linearly independent. Out of the combined set 
{G~, G!} one may choose 2N independent homo-
geneous solutions; in particular, the functions 
A(x; m; p.,,) and Al(X; m; p.,,) form a complete set. 
Explicit forms of the distributions A and Al may 
be calculated (see Appendix B) using the method 
set forth in (I); the results are 
A(x; m; p.) = E(X) Re K(x; m; p.), (18) 
A\x; m; p.) = i 1m K(x; m; p.), (19) 
where 
. . _ (2_II-)U-ft)/2 (v?) .. -(fl+1l/2 
K(x, m, p.) - r(m)2" p. 
X H;;2(ft+1)/2(P.v?). (20) 
Here H~2) is the Hankel function of the second kind. s 
We stress the fact that A(x; m; p.) and Al(x; m; J.L) 
are in general to be considered as distributions. The 
A(x; m; J.L) vanish outside the light cone, whereas 
the AI(X; m; J.L) do not. 
The general homogeneous Green's function for the 
multi-mass operator (0 + J.LD~· .•. (0 + J.L;Jh 
is now obviously 
L ~. 
Gbom(x) = L L [a"oo A(x; m; J.L,,) 
p-1 m-l 
+ b .... .Al(x; mj J.Lv)] , (21) 
where a"oo and b"m are some constants which may 
involve the J.L". The general inhomogeneous Green's 
function for that operator is therefore 
Gillbom(X) = GN(x; Al ... AL; J.Ll ••• J.LL) + Gborn(x), 
(22) 
where Ghom(x) is a linear combination of the N 
functions A(x; m; J.L,,) vanishing outside, and the N 
functions Al(x; m; J.L,,) not vanishing outside the 
light cone. 
3. SINGULARITmS OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
Using the results of the preceding section, we may 
write the distributions GN(Xj Al •.. AL; J.Ll •.• J.LL) 
and Gir(x; Al ... AL; J.Ll •.. J.LL) in ,the following 
manner: 
L 1 ( d)~'-l 
{GN, Gir} = L r(i\) d- 2 ~(-J.L!) 
,,~l " J.L" 
X {.A(x; JL,,), Al(X; JL,,)}' (23) 
where the Green's functions for the Klein-Gordon 
operator have the explicit forms 
( ) O( 2) ( )(ft-l)/2 .A(Xjlt) = EX
2 
x ;'11" (v?)O-n)/2 
X J U-fl)/ilt #) , (24) 
(25) 
In the above, J. is the Bessel function of the first 
kind, Y. the Neumann function, K. the modified 
Bessel function of the third kind, and B(y) = 1 
for y > 0, O(y) = 0 for y < o. 
The cases of even- and odd~imensional spaces 
must be considered separately in order to investi-
gate the nature of the singularities near the light 
cone. The singular part of A(xj p.) has already been 
determined in (I); for small X2 we find 
E(X) (_l)(ft-l)/2 
.A(x; J.L) ~ 2 4'11" 
X {(ft-O/2 ( -1t2 /4)-m o(m)(x2)} 
]; r(n/2 - m + !) 
E(X) O(x2) (_ p.2)("-1)/2 
A(x; J.L) ,....., 2 4'11" 
(n odd) 
X {(l/2)ft-l (_J.L2/4)- .. -1/2(x2)-OO-1I2} 
]; r(n/2 - m) r(! - m) 
(26) 
(n even) (27) 
where the terms that vanish for X2 -+ 0 have been 
omitted. Since O'(x2) = ~(X2), one finds that A(x; It: 
odd n) contains ~-function singularities as well as 
a finite jump discontinuity on the light cone; the 
singular part of A(x; J.L: even n) consists of a poly-
nomial in (X2)-1/2 vanishing outside the light cone, 
and no finite discontinuity is present. 
The singular part of Al(X; J.L) may easily be ob-
tained using well-known formulas8 of the Bessel 
functions. In the neighborhood of the light cone, 
one finds, for odd dimensional spaces 
1 't -J.L . ( 2) (ft-O/2 
.A (x; p.) ~ -;;: 4?r 
{
(ft-1l/2 ( 2/4)-00 ( d)'" } 
X ]; r(n/~~ m +!) dx2 In (IX2 J)1/2 
i (_l)(ft-0/2 hen; J.L) 
+;;: 4?r I'(n/2 + !) 
where 
h(n; J.L) == HI + t + i + 
(n odd) 
+ 2/(n - 1)] 
- In ('Y1t/2) , 
(28) 
(29) 
8 G. N. Watson, A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel Func-
tions (Cambridge University Press, New York, 1944), 2nd ed. with In 'Y (=0.5772 ... ) representing the Euler-
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Mascheroni constant. For even-dimensional spaces 
we have 
A (x' u) '" -- -1!:.... 
I 8(-x2) (_ 2)(1/2)(n-1) 
,,..- 2 411" 
X {(l/2)n-1 (_/-I.2/4)-m-l/\x2)-m-1I2} 
]; r(n/2 - m) ret - m) 
__ Zl( ~~2) (1/2) (n-O 1 
'±1f r(n/2 +!) (n even), (30) 
where the factor of i is contained implicitly. In 
both (28) and (30), the terms that vanish for x 2 ---t ° 
have been omitted. Again, the remarkable difference 
between even- and odd-dimensional spaces is re-
flected in the nature of the singularities on the light 
cone: the singular part of AI(X; W even n) consists 
of a polynomial in (X2) -1/2 vanishing inside the light 
cone, whereas AI(X; /-I.: odd n) contains logarithmic 
and multiple pole singularities. 
When one substitutes (24) and (25) into (23) to 
get explicit expressions for GN(x) and G~(x), one 
finds that sums of the form 
L 1 (_d)X.-I 
S(l) = ~ reX,,) d/-l.! (_/-I.!)l~( -1-':) (31) 
must be evaluated. Such sums are easily determined 
explicitly (when l is an integer) using the algebra 
of partial fractions (see Appendix A); in particular 
we have 
S(i) = {o for l = 0, 1, ... , N - 2; (32) 
1 for l = N - 1. 
Carrying out the indicated procedure, one easily 
finds the following explicit results: 
For both even and odd values of n, 
GN(x) = E(X) 2 i-. SeN + m - 1) 
2".(n-I)1 !:'o 4N + m- I r(N + m) 
X .pN+ (l-n)/2+*(X') , (33) 
where [ef. I, Eqs. (14) to (22)] 
f>fJ(Y) = 8(y)yfl-ljr«(3) «(3 ~ 0, -1, -2, ... ), 
(34a) 
.p-fJ(Y) = ~(fJ)(y) «(3 = 0,1,2, ... ). (34b) 
For even n, 
(
1)(n-l)/2 
Gi(x) = t -
11" 
{
8 2 '" S(m)(x2)",+(1-n)/2 
X (-X)]; 4"'I'(m + l)r«3 - n)/2 + m] 
~ S[m + (n - 1)/2](x')* } 
- !:'o 4",+(n 1)/2r(m + l)r[(n + 1)/2 + m] . (35) 
For odd n, 
1 i ( 1 )(n-o/2 
GN(x) = - -
". 411" 
{ 
'" (X2) * 
X .?:; 4*r(m + l)r«n + 1)/2 + m) 
X [S«n - 1)/2 + m{~ (1 + ... + ~) 
! ( 1) l' IX21I12] + 2 1 + ... + (n - 1) /2 + m - In 2 
- t. r~p) ( - d~;r-I (- /-I.!) (n-1)/2+m~( - /-I.;) In /-I.,,] 
(n-0/2 Seen - 1)/2 - m) (d)* 2 I12} J; 4 mr«n + 1)/2 _ m) dx 2 In Ix I • 
(36) 
where the sum 1 + + l/m is understood to be 
zero when m = 0. 
From Eq. (32) and the immediately preceding 
Eqs. (33) to (36), it easily follows that on the light 
cone x2 = 0, 
(i) There are no singularities in GN(x), and G~(x) 
contains no multiple pole singularities, when 2N > n, 
that is, when the order of the wave equation is 
greater than the number of space dimensions. How-
ever, for odd nand 2N = n + 1, a finite jump 
discontinuity occurs in GN(x) and a logarithmic 
singularity occurs in G~(x). 
(ii) Both GN(x) and G~(x) are continuous together 
with their first N - (n + 3)/2 derivatives if n 
is odd, or with their first N - 1 - n/2 derivatives 
if n is even, provided that 2N > n + 1, that is 
provided the order of the wave equation is greater 
than the number of space-time dimensions. 
We observe that the inequality 2N > n + 1 
determines the minimum number of masses required 
for the regularization of the n-dimensional propa-
gators according to the Pauli-Villars2 procedure. 
When 2N ~ n, one may write, by means of (A6), 
expressions which exhibit the singularities of GN(x) 
and G~(x) explicitly. For odd-dimensional spaces 
we find 
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It is clear that GN(x; odd n) contains a finite jump 
8(x2 ) on the light cone in addition to a linear com-
bination of derivatives up to order len - 2N - 1) 
of t5(x2 ), whereas the singular part of G).(x; odd n) 
consists of a logarithmic singularity In (lx2\) along 
with a polynomial in (X2)-1 of degree!(n - 2N - 1). 
For spaces with an even number of dimensions, 
one obtains 
Gj;iIlSl(X) = f(X)~(X2) (L.)'''-0/2 
{
<n-Nl/2 S(n/2 - m _ 1)(x2)-m-1/2 } 
X .f.; 4 ... - 1I2r(n/2 - m)rC! - m) , 
D( 2) ( 1 ) <,,-0/2 G~<·ill"'(X) = -;x 4'l1" 
{
(n-Nl/2 S(n/2 _ m _ 1)(x2)-m-1/2 } 
X .f.; 4'" I!2 r (n/2 - m)r(! - m) . 
(39) 
(40) 
Here the singular part of the two Green's functions 
consists of a polynomial in (x2) -1/2 of degree n -
2N + 1, with Gj;ingl (x; even n) vanishing outside, 
and G1<oing l (x; even n) vanishing inside, the light 
cone. 
In the last four equations, the sum S(l) is given by 
X (-JLDt •• ,. (-JLi)tL, (41) 
where q = 0, 1, ... and (X,,)t. = X"(X,, + 1) ... 
(X" + f" - 1). 
Finally, it is clear that Gbom(x) in (21) is regular 
on the light cone, provided 
t r: C"m (_~)m-\_JL2)1 = 0 
,,-1 .. -1 rem) dp." " 
(l = 0, 1, ... ,II) (42) 
where C" ... = a"", + b" .. and 
II = {!(n - I)} for {odd n}. (43) 
!n - 1 even n 
In the case of a multi-mass operator with distinct 
rest masses (X" == 1), the singularities and finite 
jumps cancel if 
L 
:E C,,(JL!)' = 0 (l = 0,1, ... , II). (44) ,,-1 
These equations represent the multi-dimensional 
analog of the well-known regularization conditions 
of Pauli and Villars,2 guaranteeing the absence of 
singUlarities on the light cone. 
If one considers (42) with the condition II = N - 2 
instead of the condition (43), the homogeneous 
system (42) contains N - 1 equations in the N 
parameters C"",. From (31) and (32), after applying 
Leibniz's rule, it follows that 
1 (d )X.-.. 2 
C" .. = const X r(Xp _ m + 1) - dJL! <1>( - JLp) 
(45) 
is a solution of this system. Since the solution of 
such a system is determined within a multiplicative 
constant, it is the only solution, apart from the 
trivial one 
C" .. = o. (46) 
Substituting these solutions in (21) and remembering 
(15) and (23), it is easily seen that the regulariza-
tion condition (42) with II = N - 2 is satisfied only 




Gbom = :E 2: d" .. [i1(x; m; JL,,) - i1\x; m; p.,,)], (48) 
p=l m-l 
where A, B, and the d"", are arbitrary constants. 
Since, as one can now see, Eq. (42) with II = N - 2 
is equivalent to the vanishing on the light cone of 
the first N - (n + 3)/2 (if n is odd) or N - n/2 - 1 
(if n is even) derivatives of Gbom with respect to x
2
, 
it follows that no Green's function vanishing outside 
the light cone can be more regular than GN , and 
that GN is determined uniquely within a multipli-
cative constant by these regularity and causality 
conditions. 
4. INITIAL CONDITIONS OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
It will become evident that the set of homo-
geneous Green's functions Gix; r 1 •.. rL; JL1 .. , P.L) 
with 0 ~ r" ~ X"' .,., = r1 + .. ' + rL, and 1 ~ 
1] ~ N is particularly useful for constructing the 
solution of the Cauchy problem. For this reason, 
we shall briefly investigate the behavior of these 
functions and their time derivatives at t = O. The 
initial behavior of the G~ functions will not be 
considered, aside from the obvious statement that 
for m = 0, 1, 2, .. , the equations 
a~"+lG!(X, 0) = 0, 
a~"'Gix, 0) = 0 
(49) 
(50) 
follow immediately from (B1) and (B2). Because 
of (50), we need only calculate the time derivatives 
of odd order for G.(x). 
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There are of course many ways of performing (56), does indeed represent the solution of Cauchy's 
the calculation, the shortest of which seems to be problem. Consider 
the following. We use a result given in (I), 
O~"'+1 A(x, OJ IJ.) = (\72 - l)m Ii(x) , 





- IJ.! and il>(bp ) = II' (b" - b;)-).;. 
The sum is evaluated explicitly in Appendix A; 
using those results, we obtain the initial conditions 
O~GN(X, 0) 
r 0 for 
~ o(x) for m = 2N - 1; 
l 0 
m = 0,1, ... ,2N - 2; 
for all even m; 
(53) 
along with 
:E (X,)r, ... (XLhk 
f,+"'+fL-m 51!"" 5L! 
X (\72 - IJ.~l' " .. (\72 - IJ.i)r L Ii ex) , (54) 
where (Xp)r~ = X"(X,, + 1) ... (Xp + 5" - 1) is the 
Pochhammer symbol. Of course similar initial condi-
tions are obtained for the G.(x; rl '" TL; 1-41 •• , IJ.L)' 
5. GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
The solution of 
(0 + IJ.~)},' .,. (0 + IJ.i)},Lip(X) = 0 
taking specified values for ip(x), Ooip(x), 
O~N-lip(X) on the spacelike plane t = 0, may be 
written in the form 
X (a~ - a~) a~2" ip(X') , (55) 
where the arrows indicate the direction in which the 
differentiation is to be carried out. For each m = 0, 
1, ... , N - 1, the N - m constants A ... ~ are to 
be determined from the N - m equations 
N 
2: Am. a;,+2i-lGix, 0) = 00 ; o (x) , 
,-".+1 
with j = 0, 1, '" , N - m - 1. 
We first show that (55), subject to the conditions 
M N 
[ !>2M ( )] J. dx' '" '" Am. !>20·+2(M-m)-1 Vo ip X '-0 = £..J £..J "' V 
1'-1-0 ",-0 'J-m+l 
(57) 
where the upper limit to the sum over M is deter-
mined by (53). Clearly the integral in (55) corre-
sponding to a~ makes no contribution because of 
(50). Hence, summing over 11 by virtue of (56), one 
obtains the desired result 
O~Mip(X, 0) = J dx' ~ IimM Ii(x - x') O~2mip(x', 0). 
(58) 
An exactly analogous proof may be used for 
a~M+lip(x, 0); thus (55) is the required solution. 
The problem now is to find the Am, explicitly. 
Evidently the existence of a solution to (56) depends 
on what G, functions are employed; one must choose 
an independent set. In the present case, we can 
guarantee that a solution exists by using all of the 
G,(x; Tl '" rL; IJ.1 '" IJ.L). Because of (54), the 
conditions (56) may be reduced to algebraic equa-
tions for the A",~; namely, 
(59) 
where the sum over 11 = Tl + .,. + TL is under-
stood as a sum over !:Ill the T" consistent with 
o ~ Tp ~ Ap and m + 1 ~ Tl + ... + rL ~ N. 
Since we expect Am, = A .... h .. , TL; XI .•• XL) 
to be independent of the rest masses, we shall seek 
a solution of 
N 
2: A"'kl)r.··· (ThL = lio; (60) 
,,-m+l 
with j = 51 + '" + 5L' Such a solution will, 
of course, be a solution of (59). 
We assert that 
satisfies (60) in addition to satisfying the require-
ments 0 ~ Tp ~ X". To prove this, consider the 
function 
(62) 
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Differentiating with respect to x, one finds 
. N 
(fJ"'jfJx"')F(I, b) = -1 + E (_),-"'-1 
'I-m+l 
cp(x) = f dx' t (>'1) ... (>'L)G~ 
I' -0 ,-I TI T L 
x (x - x'; TI, ... ,TL; P.I, ... ,P.L) 
(63) 
X (a~ - a~)(a~2 - a~2) ,-I cp(x'). (69) 
All possible G, solutions are here involved, although 
where the -1 comes from the TI + ... + rL = 0 only the N functions 6.(x; m; p.p) are ultimately 
term. Differentiating with respect to b, one may present. Upon introducing the differential operator 
write 
X ('1 ~ 1)(~:) ... e:)(TI)r, ... (rLhL' (64) 
where we have used the multinomial differentiation 
rule 
(65) 
which follows by induction from Leibniz's rule. 
A direct calculation from the second equality in 
(62) gives 
(66) 
for m = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1 and j = 0, 1, ... ,N -
m - 1; therefore, 
However, because of the symmetry of the summand, 
we clearly must have 
t (_)'-00-1('1 - 1)(>'1) ... 
,-.. +1 m r l 
so our assertion is proved. II 
Returning to the original solution (55) of the 
Cauchy problem, using (61) and summing over m, 
we find 
t A rigorous proof showing that (61) satisfies Eq. (59) 
directly is not hard to construct, but seems longer than this 
demonstration. 
(70) 
we can write the Cauchy solution in the neat form 
cp(x) = f.-o dx'GN(x - x')X'cp(x'). (71) 
We note that X may be written 
(a~ - a~)X 
= (ao - ao{n (0 + p.! + a~ - a~)x. 
-n (0 + p.!)x. J. (72) 
6. INVARIANT FORM OF THE SOLUTION 
All of the Green's functions we have discussed 
are invariant within the proper Lorentz group, so 
that an invariant form of the field cp(x) is easily 
obtained. As is well known, the derivative of 
6. (x; p.) normal to an arbitrary spacelike surface 
q(x) with normal n~(x) is given bylo 
n~(x) fJ~ 6.(x; p.) = o ..(x) (x2 < 0) (73) 
where o .. (x) is the invariant surface a function with 
the properties 
a .. (x) = 0 (x <t q), 
J d!1(x) o ..(x) = 1. 
(74) 
The corresponding behavior of GN(x) on spacelike 
surfaces may be obtained as follows. 
Because 6. satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation, 
it follows that 
0" 6.(x j p.) = (-l)'" 6.(x j p.) ; (75) 
consequently, for x2 < 0 we have 
n/l(x) fJ~ 0'" GN(x) = SCm) Oo(x), (76) ----
10 See, e. g., J. Rzewuski, Field Theory (Hafner Publishing 
Company, New York, 1958). 
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where SCm) is the sum given by (31). Utilizing the 
explicit expression for the sum, one immediately 
finds, for spacelike x, 
nll(x) all 0" GN(x) 
F(O)cp(x) = 0 
has a complete solution in the form 




0 for m = 0, I, ... ,N - 2; 
= 8~(x) for m = N - 1, 
(77) where 
and 
np(x) all oN+m-1GN(x) 
1: (Al)r,' .. (AL)rL ( 2/, 
r,+".rL-m til··· tLI -1-'1 
X (-l-'i)tL 8~(x). (78) 
Furthermore, 
(79) 
follows directly from the fact that GN is an odd 
invariant function vanishing outside the light cone. 
One may now write an invariant analog of (55) 
with constants A",~ that satisfy the same algebraic 
equations. The result gives the general solution in 
the invariant form ll 
(80) 
where 
ap) t (AI) .. , (AL) [] _ 0)"-1 
~-1 r1 rL 
L 
X II (0 + I-'!»)..'-'p. (81) 
p=l 
Equation (72) is replaced by 
(0 - O)XIl = (ap - a{j) 
X [g (0 + 1-';/. - ft (0 + 1-';/.]. (82) 
Using (82), the integral in (80) is easily seen to be 
independent of the data carrying surface u(x); we 
have 
8cp(x)/8u = aGGN(x - X')X~(X') 
= GN(x - x')[II (0' + I-'!»)..' 
- II (0' + I-'!»)..·]cp(x') = 0, (83) 
since both GN(x) and cp(x) are solutions of the homo-
geneous equation. 
It is well to remark that these results can be 
extended to the case of complex 1-'1" In general, for 
a polynomial F(z) with real or complex coefficients, 
the homogeneous equation 
11 Compare with reference 4. 
(86) 
and 
a{j)[F(o) - F(D)]. (87) 
APPENDIX A. PARTIAL FRACTIONS 
Partial fraction decompositions for quotients of 
polynomials have long been known (although the 
explicit formulas are difficult to find in textbooks12). 
We shall list here the pertinent results for quotients 
of the form z· II (z - b;)-)../ assuming the b; to 
be distinct and nonzero, and setting N == Al + 
... + AL' 
When q = 0, I, ... N - 1 the following expansion 
holds: 
z· L 1 (d ))...-1 
----= --
Il
L ,. 1'-1 reAp) db p 
(z - bJ ' 
i=1 
where the second equality is obtained using Leibniz's 
rule. The factor for j = p is to be left out of the 
primed products. The important result 
L 1 (d ))..1'-1[ L ] ?; reAp) db
p 
(bp ) I II;' (bp - b;)-)..I = 0 
(l = 1, 2, ... ,N - 2) (A2) 
is obtained immediately upon setting z 0 and 
q=l+1. 
The partial fraction theorem also gives 
z·v+. L 1 (d )'P-1 
L = E .(z) + ~ r(A) db II (z - bill p-I P p 
i-I 
[
(bp)N+. if' (bp - b;)-)..f] 
X ';1 _ b
p 
,(A3) 
11 A complete treatment of partial fractions is given by J. 
A. Serret, COUT8 d'algebre BUprMeure (Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 
1885), Tome I. 
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where q = 0, 1, , and E.(z) is a polynomial of 
degree q. An explicit form for E.(z) is easily obtained 
as follows: Since 
(A4) 
expand the denominator using the binomial theorem 
to find 
where w = +(k2 + l)I/2. Since 
(l/w)(sin wt + i cos wt) = (1I't/2w)1/2 H~~~("'t), 
we introduce (for t > 0) the function 
K(x; p.) == (211')-" L"'", dke;k'{~:r2Hm("'t), 
and note that 
~(x; p.) = E(X) Re K(x; p.), 
~l(X; p.) = i 1m K(x; p.). 





x (bI)r .... (bL)rLz·-r.-···-rL. 
In particular, then 
(A5) . 1 ( 1 )("-1)/2. 
K(x' p.) = - -, 2 211' 
_ L _1 (~)A'_I[ (bp/'+o-I ] 
E.(O) - :E r(~) db L 
p-I p p II' (b" - bj)AI 
i=1 
:E (~I)r.··· (~L)rL (bI)r. '" (bL)rL 
r.+···+fL-. tI!'" tL! 
= .!. ~ [(1 - b 1")-A, ... (1 - b 1")-AL] (A6) q! dr. U L) r-o, 
where the third equality is obtained using the 
multinomial differentiation rule (65). The important 
formula 
is obtained because Eo(O) = 1. 
APPENDIX B. CALCULATION OF.i AND.iI 
We first calculate the Green's functions for the 
Klein-Gordon operator following the procedure of 
(I). Upon performing the ko integration over the 
paths C and Ct , one finds the well-known integral 
representations 
~( . ) = E(X) f'" dkeik.",(sin w Itl) 
x, p. (2'/1)" _'" w (Bl) 
~1( . ) = _z_· f'" dke·1I:·",(coswt) 
x, p. (211')" _'" w' (B2) 
where the integral over k is an integral of the Sonine-
Gegenbauer type [Bateman,t3 Sec. 7.14.2 (4S)]; 
thus, finally 
1 ( P. )(,,-0/2 _ r2 O-n)/2 (2) _ r2 
K(x;p.) = 2 211' (vx) H O- n )/2(P.VX). 
CBS) 
In (BS), (X2 )I/2 is defined as -i( _X2)I/2 when x2 < 0 
and Bateman's Sec. 7.2.2 (16) has also been used. 
Just as in (I), the Sonine-Gergenbauer integral 
must be defined as a distribution for general orders 
of the Bessel functions in the integrand. Equation 
(20) now follows by an application of (15) and the 
well-known formula 
(-d/z dz)m{z->H;2\z)} = z->-mH;2)m(z). (B9) 
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